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The transportation enterprises in China are facing both opportunities and 
challenges at the same time. On the one hand, the demands for transportation are 
growing increasingly thanks to the rapid economic development and the improvement 
of people’s living standards. The transportation enterprises have a huge space for 
future development. On the other hand, the rise of the production factors’ prices 
especially the international oil prices contributes to the rise in the operating costs, 
which have a negative effect on the transportation enterprises. The tax cost is an 
important part of the whole operating costs. The successful tax planning could help 
transportation enterprises decrease their tax costs and improve their competitiveness 
both in home and abroad. 
With the method of combining tax policies and case analysis, this paper has a full 
discussion of the main taxes’ planning for the transportation enterprises. The tax 
planning progress is to design and choose the proper operating model or organization 
structure, which could make the tax cost at a low level, based on the comparative 
analysis of different business options. From Jun.1, 2012, the tax reform of business 
tax into value-added tax (VAT) began to be put into practice in the transportation 
industry and parts of modern service industry in Shanghai, which means the 
transportation revenue began to be collected VAT instead of business tax. How to 
take the tax planning of VAT is a new object the transportation enterprises are facing. 
Therefore, in addition to the general tax planning study which is suitable for 
transportation enterprises in all regions, this paper also takes the VAT into 
consideration according to the new VAT tax policies related to the transportation 
enterprises in Shanghai, which is the innovation of this paper.  
First, a macro-description of the transportation industry is introduced and the 
operational characteristics and tax policies related to different transportation 
enterprises are explained; Secondly, based on the calculation of the actual data from 
the financial reports, this paper selects ten transportation enterprises in Shanghai as 
examples to study the influence if the new VAT policies are carried out; Thirdly, this 
paper starts from the features, patterns and tax policies of the transportation 
enterprises to seek for the spots of tax planning in order to make a detailed tax 















study suitable for the transportation enterprises in Shanghai; Finally, the risk of tax 
planning is introduced  and some feasible measures for prevention are proposed. 
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1.2  文献综述 
该部分将从交通运输业征收增值税研究、税务筹划理论研究及交通运输企
业税务筹划研究三方面对现有文献进行概括。 
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铁路运输能力将大幅度提升，预计到 2015 年，全国铁路客运量将达到 30 亿
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